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Abstract
Beginning in early 2008, Texas A&M University at Qatar Library ordered three types of electronic
readers: the Amazon Kindle, the Sony Digital Reader i PRS 505, and the iRex iLiad. In addition, two
personally owned devices, an iPod Touch and HTC Dual Touch smartphone were available for testing
and comparison. The purpose was to find a way to deliver electronic content, either casual or
scholarly, to faculty by comparing the reading devices using available or purchased content. For
casual reading, the Sony eReader was by far the more easily accepted consumer level device,
whereas for technical document, users preferred the iRex iLiad for its advanced features. The Kindle
was generally dismissed as too flimsy and unattractive. As an outcome of testing, the library has built
a bestseller fiction collection on the Sony Digital Readers, rather than purchasing or interlibrary
borrowing a print copy of the title. Feedback has been very favorable from our patrons. Issues
concerning how records will be cataloged remain under discussion.
Keywords: Amazon Kindle, Digital reader, eBook reader, Electronic Books, Evaluation, HTC Dual
Touch, iRex iLiad, Smartphones, Sony Digital Reader
Introduction
Reading is not out of style. This is proven by the explosion of interest in digital readers in last year’s
marketplace. Whereas early reviews from the turn of the century disparaged devices and predicted
gloomy results, specialized readers like the Amazon Kindle, Sony Portable Reader System, and the
iRex iLiad compete with PDAs (personal digital assistants), Smartphones and other mobile devices for
the attention of readers ("amazonkindle vs. Sony Reader," 2007; Chillingworth, 2007; Costa, 2008;
Hane, 2006). Added up, that’s a lot of reading going on. Curiosity and demand is raising publisher’s
interest in making electronic versions of commercial publications available. (Milliot, 2008) There is a
glut of literature in the popular and academic press on the comparing devices ("amazonkindle vs.
Sony Reader," 2007; Gomes, 2008; Hane, 2006; Monteoliva, Perez-Ortiz, & Repiso, 2008;
Morgenstern, 2008; Quittner, 2008) and this paper will not provide these, but rather will inform on an
in-library experiment and deployment.
Background
Texas A&M University at Qatar is a branch campus offering degrees in four disciplines: chemical,
electrical, mechanical and petroleum engineering. Opening in 2003 and graduating its first engineers
in 2008, this six year old campus has over 75 faculty, 50 research staff and 360 students. The library
supports the curricular and research needs in a deliberately small facility. Hosting a print collection of
8000 monographs and 90 journals, the greater reliance is on electronic books and articles licensed by
its main campus university library system. The technological expertise of faculty and students at our
branch campus is high; each student is provided with a laptop, and faculty and staff often have
multiple mixed workstations in their labs and offices including PCs, Apple and UNIX-based machines.
Use of cell phones, PDAs and smartphones is ubiquitous.
After experimenting for several years with reading electronic documents both online and on devices , it
seemed a natural next step to take a look at how newer reading technology might fit into the high tech
environment at Texas A&M University at Qatar and capitalize on the high comfort level that faculty and
students have with technological devices of all kinds.
Historically, the objection to reading online is the poor display, unsuitable for long reading sessions.
The new digital readers use Cholesteric LCD (ChLCD), also known as Digital Ink Technology. Digital
ink is created by tiny black and while microcapsules that float in liquid oil and are oppositely charged.
Pigments rise or fall in the fluid depending on the electrical charge, and remain charged until the
electrical charge changes, in other words, as the page is ‘turned.’ Power is needed only for page turns
or a repositioning of the pigments that display a new page (Fox, 2006). This technology dramatically

improves reading quality by eliminating the continual redisplay that is the cause of ‘monitor flicker’ and
the reason for eye strain during long reading sessions.
Models tested
The library acquired three new devices: the Amazon Kindle, the Sony PRS-505 and the iRex iLiad for
testing. Other personal devices were already available for comparison: an HTC Dual Touch
Smartphone, and an iPod Touch. Figure 1 illustrates several of the current popular devices used as
digital readers.

Figure 1: Today’s most popular readers ii
Evaluation and pilot testing
Because the models arrived at intervals, our testing pattern began with the Kindle, expanded to the
Sony PRS-505 and finally, included the iRex iLiad ER-100. For comparison, as these larger sized
readers were arriving, books were also obtained and loaded onto an iPod Touch ("In Ebook Race,
iPod Touch Is a Contender," 2008) and an HTC Dual Touch smartphone. These smaller handhelds
are an interesting contrast to the larger digital readers, and a recent Forbes article declared the iPhone
(an iPod Touch equivalent in terms of readability and other functionality) more popular than the
Amazon Kindle (Greenberg, 2008). Interest in these devices was for comparison’s sake only.
Testers included library staff, faculty and students. Typically, the devices were loaded with fiction and
scientific content from both the public domain and purchased sources and lent to testers to use as
they wished. Most testers also loaded their own content. Testers were debriefed as to their
preferences and opinions after usage. Some testers still have devices, others have become regular
users, still others have purchased their own devices. There was general agreement as to their
usability, although different people developed different preferences. Most people are surprised to find
how much they like using it, when they’d expected to be indifferent.
The iPod Touch is startlingly clear and easy to read, with portrait or landscape positioning of text, color
display, and more than adequate chunks of text on each screen. Reader applications, such as
Stanza, are free at the iTunes App store for downloading and use. The HTC Dual Touch smartphone
displayed a very small a font on its equally small screen, the backlight turned off too quickly and
continuously, and confusion reigned when a call arrived when reading. Surprisingly, the use of cell
phones for reading is the fastest growing market; in fact, Random House reports that its growth market
is romance novels purchased for use on cell phones (Kharif, 2008).
The Amazon Kindle was included in our project because it was the focus of a one year long pilot at
the main campus library. It is attractively packaged and marketed, but less attractive as a device. The
accompanying case was synthetic in feel, and obstructed the power button on the top left back of the
device. The keyboard detracted from what could be better used screen space, unnecessary in a part
of the world outside of Amazon’s WhisperNet, the idea being that a user would purchase books
without needing to connect to a computer first (Gomes, 2008). Had the testing been able to take
advantage of the WhisperNet purchasing, the ability to subscribe to blogs, newspapers and magazines
might have made it more attractive. Equally unattractive is the idea of having to send content to
Amazon and pay even a small price for conversion.

Figure 2: The original Kindle iii

Figure 3: Kindle 2, newly released

The white plastic cover lightened the overall weight of the device and the screen was quite easy to
read. The roller ball for moving up and down the selection menu was surprisingly easy and fun. There
was a pleasant sensation in rolling the ball up or down to a menu item and pressing it downward to
make a selection. The keyboard, intended for online selection and purchase of content, wasn’t useful
in our location outside of North America, and simply took up valuable screen real estate.
The universal student and faculty reaction was disinterest, but that might have resulted from their
being shown the three principal models simultaneously. The Kindle doesn’t ‘show’ favorably in a side
by side exhibition, although there are some who’ve purchased personal devices.
Since the original testing period, the Kindle 2 has been released and appears to be remarkably
improved in design and functionality. This second generation Kindle would be a device that would be
considered for use, although the limits on loading and storing multiple titles on devices would still
present a problem.
The Sony Digital Reader is a slim, elegant device, with a paperback sized 6” reading screen, and
accompanied with a case and connection cable. The interface software is based on an iTunes model,
and includes a link to the Sony eBook Store for easily locating, purchasing, downloading and
transferring titles to the Reader. The PRS-505 model was purchased during the testing and evaluation
phase, and in November 2008, a newly released PRS-700 model was added for comparison.

Figure 4: Home menu PRS-700 iv

Figure 5: Typical reading screen PRS-700

These models store a number of file types, including BBeB, a proprietary book format sold at the Sony
eBook store, Word documents, .pdf files, and audiobooks. One of our faculty was able to load music
and play it while simultaneously reading a text formatted eBook. The original PRS_505, a menu
driven model, holds up to 160 eBooks, with Memory Pro and SD storage slots for additional capacity.
Comments have been favorable as a reading device, and the new functionality on the PRS-700
includes a touchscreen and stylus, the advent of collections – something like a playlist or folder

function-- five font sizes and side lights for reading in the dark or low light settings. It is also possible
to create a bookmark linked to a note that can be ‘typed’ using fingers or stylus on a small on-screen
QWERTY keyboard.
The iLiad ER-100 from iRex Technologies is more than full-featured, with 15 font gradations,
noticeably clearer text on a larger 8 inch screen, an 11 page setup menu, and a cable system of 7
different pieces v. The manual is 121 pages of required reading, as is the less daunting 32 page
companion software manual. Multiple online book vendors sell titles via Mobipocket.com, using a
software interface similar to the iTunes model. In addition to loading free or purchased monographic
titles, many other document formats are supported, including .pdf, .doc, .html, .txt and others. Icons
present at the bottom of each screen represent the menu of features available within the current
function.

Figure 6: The iLiad vi from iRex Technologies
There are huge drawbacks to user acceptance, such as the delay in startup and page turn duration.
The device takes a full 55 seconds to boot to a ready state, and page turns are 4 seconds. This is
considered too lengthy a wait by today’s standards of instant gratification. But these can be overcome
with patience. The complexity of connecting the device to a PC successfully is far more problematic.
Connecting the multiple pieces of cabling, booting the Mobipocket software, insuring that the device is
at a menu rather than in the middle of a document or book can all cause a connection failure. More
than one engineer required an explanation of how to accomplish this, and several calls and emails to
the technical support helpdesk were required. One engineer immediately purchased his own iLiad as
a result of seeing the test models, and bypassed the complexity of connecting it to his personal
computers by loading all his content onto USB drives and setting the device to read the USB drive on
startup. He simply plugs in a USB drive and turns the iLiad on.
The device has built-in wireless for software updates and downloading of subscription news, but no
web browser to allow reading email or web surfing. The most exciting function is the ability to write
natural handwritten notes or draw figures into a note file which is saved onto the PC and OCR’ed
(optical character recognized) into digital text. In other words, one can create documents and
drawings in addition to reading them. The stylus is specific to the device; it is not a touch screen and
not any stylus will select functionality. That said, the recognition of handwriting is very quick, and
much simpler to use than a miniature keyboard.
In our opinion, this is a technical device rather than a consumer device. With the intensely complex
features and menus, it may be worth the higher cost for some, even though there is no “turn it on and
use it” experience necessary for broad market adoption by people with varying levels of technological
skills.
Decisions
The historical lack of print fiction in Qatar makes electronic versions of bestsellers highly lucrative and
attractive. There are very limited sources of reading materials in the country, and these are censored
for content. Readers have been required to purchase their reading materials outside of the country
and bring it back with them. By having the ability to purchase reading materials online and down load

them, an entirely new universe of availability has opened up to those whose overseas or remote
location made this difficult or impossible. The ease of purchase, downloading and positive feedback
on using the Sony eReader made it a natural choice for building a bestseller collection. The licensing
policy for ebooks purchased through Sony’s online eBook store allows six devices to be authorized:
one PC for storing purchased content, and up to five eReaders, which can be kept in synchronization,
e.g., all eReaders hold the same ebook titles. So far, forty-eight fiction bestsellers have been
purchased and loaded onto the library’s four Sony Digital Readers. All titles are available
simultaneously on all devices, thus a reader can choose any one of the available titles whenever they
checkout a device. Library staff update each device and synchronize it when it is returned by the
borrower.
For the iLiad, technical ebooks and files will not be loaded onto the devices themselves. It makes
more sense, given the complexity of connecting and using these devices, to set them to read directly
from flash drives. This way will allows users to use their own flash drives loaded with their documents
and other content, plug the flash drives into the iLiad’s USB port and turn the reader on. The library
will only circulate the devices to our users, and there would be no need to catalog ebooks.
With a lackluster response and the limitations of our location, testing of the Kindle was abandoned in
favor of the more popular Sony PRS models and iLiads.
While there is a precedent at our main campus library, where iPods are held in the Educational Media
Department to store and circulate audiobooks, our branch campus library will opt for using the Sonys
for text rather than audio fiction. If users request an audio book, we’ll look into purchasing and loading
this type of content. Smartphones, while interesting, are not suitable as a circulating device in our
environment, given the highly personal nature of how people use phones.
Technical aspects
Bibliographic, holding and item records are created for each reader, and its accompanying cable kit or
charger. The barcode assigned to each reader is used as the call number. Title and author entries are
vii
added to the 505 table of contents and a 700 note in the bibliographic record for the Sony readers.

Figure 7: MARC record showing 505 table of contents and 700 notes
Our main campus library catalogers have not agreed to create separate records for each eBook title
loaded onto a reader, although there is a model for this dating back to the Algonquin Public Library
using RocketBook readers in 2000 (Burk, 2000). For now, bibliographic recorders with 505 and 700
entries are considered sufficient. These fields are indexed so that a title or title and author keyword
search will result in a holdings display for the [Books on Sony eReader] record. Displays of these
records in the OPAC have mixed results. Results from a title keyword search are adequate for users
to locate and identify a title on a Sony reader, but an author keyword search doesn’t display either the
author or the book title in the OPAC results display. Examples are shown in Figures 8-10. While this
is not satisfactory, it is a discussion that will continue until those who govern the Texas A&M
bibliographic catalog change their views on adapting the limitations of the MARC catalog record to
new technologies such as these.

Figure 8: OPAC record: Catalog search for the Ereader as a device.

A title keyword search does display well in the OPAC, although the author entry is missing.

Figure 9: OPAC record: Catalog search for a title on the Sony eReader
An author keyword search does not result in a clear OPAC entry. This is because the indexed search
finds the author entry in the 700 note field, but because there is no author entry in the 100 field, this
field remains blank in the OPAC display. This seems confusing, and is under discussion with the
cataloguers.

Figure 10: OPAC display of author keyword search
The readers and their cable kits and chargers are held in the course reserve area, easily available but
necessitating intervention by library staff to retrieve, and thus preventing removal without permission.
When readers are checked back in after circulating, they are checked for sufficient charge, and
updated so that newly purchased titles are added to their library.
Content
There seems to be no shortage of content, although there is a gap between public domain content and
current commercial content. Between 1928 and the mid-1990s, the commercial availability of ebook
content is hit and miss.
Public domain content can be obtained from sites such as manybooks.net or feedbooks.net in a
variety of formats needed for different digital reading devices. Even more sites contain content for
those able to download basic text and import text, such as ipl.org or ulib.org. Commercially available
content is also plentiful, but depends to a greater or less extent on the device’s manufacturer.

Figure 11: Downloadable public domain content viii from feedbook.com shows types of eReader
device formats available.
Content for iPod iPhones or Touch ("In Ebook Race, iPod Touch Is a Contender," 2008), other
smartphones or PDAs is readily available at public domain sites, and at eReader.com (“The World’s
Largest eBook Store”) which offers multiple genres of fiction and non-fiction, available in formats for
Pocket PC, Windows Mobile Smartphones, Symbian, Palm and MAC operating systems via an
interface software called eReader, which now includes OTA (“Over The Air”) technology so that
content can be delivered to devices without their being hard wired to the personal computer.
Sony’s eBook Library software is available for download to a personal computer, and ebooks are
purchased through this interface. Other files, such as Word documents or .pdf are imported to the
eBook Library (EBL) software interface, then dragged and dropped onto the connected eReader
device. It is possible to purchase, load or view content using this software for reading directly on a
personal computer. Another attractive feature of the Sony eBook Store is the Awards site listing 233
book awards. Each award is linked to a list of titles that are sorted by the year they received the
award.

All available computer drives are listed in the eBook Library, including the content eBook Library, a
connected eReaders, and online hard, networked and flash drives. Files or folders can be imported or
browsed, then added to the Library or a connected eReader device. In essence, the storage in a
digital reader is seen by a computer as another connected drive, the same as an internal drive or a
flash drive or memory card.

Figure 12: The ‘How It Works’ page at Sony’s proprietary eBook Store
The online eBook store used by iRex’s iLiad is provided by Mobipocket ix, and functions similarly to the
Sony site, except that multiple vendors are available, but are searchable only one at a time. In other
words, the prospective customer must “Change Store” and search for a title or author at each store.
There is also an eNews store; and subscriptions can be downloaded directly to an iLiad reader via its
wireless connection. This was an area the library may investigate in the future.

Figure 13: Mobipocket online store software
Conclusion
For consumer level use, the Sony Digital Reader is a simple and straightforward solution. It’s easy to
buy, load and deliver commercially available ebooks at less than the price of comparable print and no
cost for expensive shipping to a remote location. Acceptance by faculty and staff has been
widespread. These devices are nearly always checked out, and there is often a waiting list. It is a
pleasure for the library to be able to fulfill a request in five minutes and deliver reader material to the
borrower in the form of this highly usable device.
For technical documentation, a more full-featured device, such as the iLiad or an equivalent, may be
necessary, although the technological hurdles might daunt those less adept. The general slowness of
the device needs to be overcome by its manufacturer in future devices, as does its user friendliness.
As one user commented, studying a technical document presents challenges as it is difficult to hold a
place in one section while referring to text in another. In other words, studying on an electronic reader
is less attractive than studying text in a print book.
The marketplace will decide what devices consumers prefer. With the gaining popularity of
smartphones, the larger, more single purpose devices such as the Kindle, Sony or iLiad may not be a
long term solution. At present, using digital readers fills a need and allows our library to provide a
service to our casual readers. The issue of how to supply different types of electronic textbooks and
other technical documentation continues on, and our experimentation will continue as we explore how
best to deliver this growing body of technical electronic content to our scientists, engineers,
researchers and students.
The deployment of ebooks in academic and other library environments has been a productive and
interesting experiment. What we know now is that different digital readers are suited to different kinds
of content, and we have a better understanding of what users think about using the devices. We are
able to provide a casual reading collection of bestselling fiction on a device well-suited to this type of
reading material. We have moved the idea of reading electronic books forward through the use of this
newer technology. It has been a success in the environment at Texas A&M University at Qatar, and
we look forward to investigating other technologies as they become available.
Endnotes
i

Other names for the Sony product are “Reader Digital Book” and “Portable Reader System.”
Image from feedbooks.com February 2009
iii
Kindle images from amazon.com February 2009
iv
Sony images from sonystyle.com February 2009
v
The pieces consist of 1 cable from the hub to the reader, 1 cable from the hub to the PC, 1 cable from the
Hub to the power outlet and 3 detachable power plugs. Each piece is labeled to help the user determine how
to connect it. A cable kit containing all the connection components and a quick start guide has its own barcode
and item record.
ii

vi

iLiad images from irextechnologies.com February 2009
No titles are been added to the records for the other devices, such as the iRex iLiad.
viii
http://feedbooks.com/book/3431 February 2009
vii

ix

mobipocket.com February 2009
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